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## SESSION 1

**INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS AND SPACE ACTIVITIES**  
**A GLOBAL SCENARIO**

- Exploitation of Rights from the U.S. Space Program by NASA  
  *R. Kempf, NASA, Washington, Presented by B. Gimeno*  
  27
- Russian Experience and Point of View.  
  *O. Vorobyeva, Institute of State and Law, Moscow*  
  45
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  *T. Yokoo, NASDA, Tokyo*  
  51
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  *R. Lefebvre, Canadian Space Agency, Montreal*  
  67
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  *P. Anand, Anand and Anand Advocates, New Delhi*  
  91
SESSION 2

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS: PRACTICAL EXPERIENCES
AND IMPORTANCE OF THE LEGAL ENVIRONMENT

Intellectual Property Rights: Practical Experience and Importance of the
Legal Environment. The Experience of the European Space Agency.
A.-M. Balsano, ESA, Paris

The Practical and Legal Viewpoint of the French Space Agency, CNES
C. Blemont, G. Oscar, C. Thiebault, CNES, Paris

Applied Research in Space, Experience and Prospects of Contractual Practice
A. Lemius, INTOSPACE, Hannover

An Industry Perspective on Space-Related Intellectual Property Rights
B. Smith, SOSPI, Paris

Discussion Report

SESSION 3

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS AND INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY RIGHTS

The International Space Station Project and the Protection of Intellectual
Property Rights
A. Farand, ESA, Paris

Present and Future Legal Framework of Copyrights in the European Union
J. Gaster, Commission of the European Communities, Brussels

Industrial Property Rights and Space Activities, an EPO Perspective
B. Derby, European Patent Office, Munich

International Aspects of Protection of Copyright Issues Related to Outer
Space Activities
D. Gervais, WIPO, Geneva

International Aspects of Protection of Inventions Made or Used in Outer
Space
A. Tramposch, WIPO, Geneva